Fung, Rodas, Lee Take JAT SportShot Challenge Titles at La Habra “300” Bowl

by David Yamauchi

LA HABRA — The JAT took the lanes for the SportShot Challenge last week at La Habra “300” Bowl. The pattern selected was Brunswick Rhino and the 3.8-1 ratio proved to tighten up the lanes. Bowlers in all three divisions needed to make good shots to put pins on the board.

The newly formed Preps Division took the lanes with more new faces battling in this entry-level division. With just a $10 entry fee and a 3-game beat-the-board format the Preps were having a great time getting into some scratch tournament action. $240 in total prize money was up for grabs and a 3-game beat-the-board format to keep it exciting.

LA HABRA — Continued on page 9

PIPPETONE, Minn. — Bowling colleague Tom Martino often tells me we should purchase a bowling center so we can count on a fruitful retirement because of all the bowlers streaming in at all hours of the day and night.

That thought is appealing even though a lack of funds would definitely short-circuit such an endeavor.

Still, I would love to own and operate a bowling center. Same goes for Taya DeRycke of Pipestone, Minn. The only difference is that she’s actually doing it.

And Taya is 20 years old.

Taya’s story is absolutely remarkable and she’s become a celebrity of sorts — certainly she’s become a shining light in the town of Pipestone with its population of about 4,300.

It all started when Taya was away at college and heard that Pipestone bowling center Bole-Mor Lanes had closed. She had literally grown up at the bowling center — working all kinds of jobs at the lanes for five years since she was a high school sophomore and bowling there since she was a tad.

She had made a lot of friends at the 10-lane bowling house and didn’t want it to be sold and scrapped away like so many other bowling centers have.

Presenting JT with both his 390 and 800 rings were OCSUBC association house rep. to Forest Lanes, Jessica Diso, and General Manager of Forest Lanes, Jon Diso.

Donkee Double Bag Founder

by Fred Eisenhammer

SAN DIMAS — Keith Kenworthy, 92, passed away Friday September 29th in San Dimas where he and longtime companion Bert Strain relocated to a senior living complex. Keith was an inventor of many well-known bowling products. His first great idea was the ROLLIN’ DONKEE followed by THE BALL-SPINNER, SIPPER CUPS shaped like bowling pins, BANKS and CASSETTE COVERS.

When Keith and Bert joined forces, they were an unbeatable team. The bowling world knew and loved the pair.

At this time no plans have been made for a celebration of life.

Owning a Bowling Center Never Gets Old

by Fred Eisenhammer

DeRycke has dreamed of being an actress, but she jumped into the bowling business when she heard that Bole-Mor Lanes in Pipestone, Minn., had closed. She is now the 20-year-old owner of the bowling center.

Taya DeRycke has dreamed of being an actress, but she jumped into the bowling business when she heard that Bole-Mor Lanes in Pipestone, Minn., had closed. She is now the 20-year-old owner of the bowling center.

Dino has been an owner of the bowling center — working all hours of the day and night.

Bert Strain and Keith Kenworthy

LAKE FOREST — JT Diso made his very first season as an adult bowler a very memorable one. Bowlers try for years to shoot a 300 game and 800 series, and JT accomplished both within a month of each other. On May 13th while bowling midseason sweeps at Cal Bowl, he bowled his first sanctioned 300. Then just three weeks later on October 3rd at Forest Lanes, JT accomplished both within a month of each other.
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XTRA FRAME’S PBA PLAYER’S PERSPECTIVE VISITS WITH CANADA’S GRAHAM FACH

Bowling in only his second professional tournament, 24-year-old rookie Graham Fach of Guelph, Ontario, defeated PBA veteran Ryan Ciminelli to win the 2016 Barbu- sol PBA Players Championship at Wayne Webb’s Country Club in Columbus, Ohio. Fach discusses becoming the first Canadian to win a PBA Tour title in the newest edition of PBA Player’s Perspective, a special feature on PBA’s Xtra Frame.

Two more Player’s Perspective features are set to debut on Xtra Frame in the month of October. On October 6, Sean Rash will share his thoughts on the victory he shared over Jason Belmonte in the 2016 PBA Detroit Open. Then, on October 14, Francois Lavoie will take viewers through his 300 game in the 2016 U.S. Open. Xtra Frame subscription packages are offered for seven days, a full month or a 12-month Xtra Frame Season Ticket. Visit xtraframe.com for details on how to enroll.

PLAYERS FROM FRANCE, MONGOLIA HELP WSOB IX SET INTERNATIONAL RECORD

The GEICO PBA World Series of Bowling IX, presented by Eldorado Reno Properties, will have the most international representation in its nine-year history when it gets underway Nov. 7 at the National Bowling Stadium in Reno.

The first event under the Go Bowling! PBA Tour umbrella sponsorship package will have at least 27 countries in the sold-out field, thanks to first-time entries from Argentina, Australia, Bahrain, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador, England, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Latvia, Malaysia, Mexico, Mongolia, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Puerto Rico, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, Thailand and Venezuela as well as the United States. The previous record for international representation in the program’s history when it is 300 game in the 2016 U.S. Open. Xtra Frame subscription packages are offered for seven days, a full month or a 12-month Xtra Frame Season Ticket. Visit xtraframe.com for details on how to enroll.

Fresno’s Riely Chin Captures 10th Don Glover Masters Win

by Bette Addington, California Bowling Writers

Bakersfield, CA — Our youngest Glover Champion to date, 23-year-old Riely Chin, made a name for himself winning the 10th Don Glover Masters on Oct. 1, 2017 in Reno. That was his first adult title as well! Qualifying from the A squad on Saturday averaging 222 at +155, got him the number 4 spot for the Match Play Finals Sunday morning. Riely said, “When you have 13 other bowlers in the match play field that have a good amount of PBA, PBA Regional and Amateur tournament experience, you know coming in that you have to put on your striking shoes to have a chance.” Riely upped his scoring in Match Play Finals averaging 244, and then you factor in he shot a 300 for the 9th game that was the only 300 shot at the event. (He received $100 for his 300 donated and presented by Carol King-Glover, Don’s widow.) “It was such an honor to shoot a 300 game no matter what the situation is, but to do it at this tournament makes it even more special.” Especially when you see other people struggle to string together strikes, that is such a confidence boost as well for the rest of the tournament.

That 300 game helped me expand my lead even more going in that position round game, which was huge at that time,” said Riely. (Participants were bowling on a modified Bourbon Street pattern.) For his tenth game of Match Play which is a position round, he bowled again Ray Lussier and won 269-245 to capture the number one seed spot. Riely added, “Being the top seed in this tournament gave me so much more confidence not just going into the Step Ladder Finals, but for future tournaments as well.” And Riely lived up to being the top seeding defeating number two seed Lussier 245-193 to win the $3,000 guaranteed top prize and Glover trophy. Riely started that final match in the Step Ladder Final with five strikes and led by 50 pins going into the tenth frame.

A little about Riely Chin, he was born in Tracy, CA, started bowling at the age of 8, is currently attending Fresno City College but will be attending Fresno State next fall for his 5th year. His major is Accounting. For this tournament he threw the Storm Phase 2 and it was the ONLY ball he threw for the whole weekend. His Dad is his major inspiration because “he gave me the drive to bowl.” “He always made sure that I was doing my best no matter what and always to relax and have fun,” he added. “Being part of the Fresno State Bowl ing is something I will never forget. Chris Preble and the coaching staff helped me with my game since I arrived here Day 1. I wouldn’t be the bowler I am today without their help. Chris Preble is probably one of the best coaches not in just CA, as well as in the whole nation. When you are part of the Fresno State Bowling team, you get to work with one of the best coaches in the nation three times a week during the season. Your game is going to improve drastically. Every kid thinking about wanting to bowl collegiate should take a look at us and take advantage of this high caliber coaching they have for us.”

Asked Coach Preble to reflect on Riely’s career, and he had this to say. “Riely is one of the most talented athletes I’ve had come through the program. In some ways he was almost too talented. Early on, my biggest challenge with Riely was having him look into what he was truly great at. Riely had the ability to morph his game for whatever he saw in front of him. However, while he could change it, he struggled to repeat it. Often times this played out as though he was the ‘Jack of all trades and master of none.’ We challenged Riely to dedicate himself to his “A” game…something he could repeat with great consistence. After we were able to lock that down, we are able to develop definitive “B” and “C” games rather than a blend of all of them. We challenged Riely to dedicate himself to his “A” game…something he could repeat with great consistence. After we were able to lock that down, we are able to develop definitive “B” and “C” games rather than a blend of all of them. It was then that we really saw him take off.”

Riely was the anchor player for our team on the team that finished 3rd at USBC Collegiate Team Championships in 2013 and won the 2015 Intercollegiate Club National title. He also led us on many different occasions during his collegi- ate career. However, with all of his accomplishments, the most impressive thing about Riely, in my opinion, is his willingness to give back to the game. “He’s currently on the board with our local association as leader for Youth bowling.” Wow, and, now you know Riley Chin!

10th Don Glover Masters Tournament Results:

AMF Southwest Lanes, Bakersfield

1. Riely Chin, Fresno $3,000
2. Ray Lussier, San Jose $2,000
3. PJ Hagerty, Roseville $1,500
4. Robert Smith, Ventura $1,200
5. Bobby Campagnale, San Bernardino $900
6. Mark Del Cerro, Hayward $600
7. Steve Smith, San Diego $400
8. Ivan Miyazato, Clovis $325
9. Mason Sherman, Simi Valley $275
10. Dupree Dickey, Oakland $240
11. Wayne Garber, Modesto $230
12. DeRon Booker, Anaheim $220
13. Eddie VanDaniker, Chatsworth $210
14. Lanndyn Carnate, Modesto $200

Total Prize Fund - $11,300 - 71 Entrants

Riely Chin, Carol King-Glover (Don’s widow) & Bette Addington from the California Bowling Writers

### 2017 CA State Singles Championships

**Hosted by:** SOUTHERN LA COUNTY USBC ASSOCIATION

**Open to all California USBC members.**
Youth are eligible to participate with signed USBC scholarship waivers.

**TOURNAMENT DATES:**
- **Sat., October 14, 2017**
  - 12pm & 5pm
- **Sun., October 15, 2017**
  - 10am & 3pm

**TOURNAMENT SITE:**
**KEYSTONE LANES**
11459 Imperial Hwy
Norwalk, CA 90650
(562) 868-3261

**ENTRY DEADLINE:**
October 15, 2017

**Format:**
6 GAMES total on the same pair of lanes

**Handicap:** 100% of 230

**$50 ENTRY FEE**
Make checks or money order payable to: CUSBC.

### Please attach AVERAGE VERIFICATION from your LOCAL USBC ASSOCIATION or www.bowl.com

**PREFERRED NAMES/TIMES**
List four choices in order of precedence

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

If a “sport” average is the bowler’s only verifiable average, it should be marked with an “SP” in the average box and will be adjusted per the USBC Sport Chart. Rule 319a will apply - if the bowler’s USBC Championship sport adjusted average is 15 pins or more higher than the entering average A or B, the higher average will be used. Failure to use the correct average shall disqualify scores if submitted average is lower than correct average thereby resulting in more handicap.

### EVENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>ENTRY FEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>176 &amp; UP HDCP DIVISION</td>
<td>$10 OPT SCRATCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175 &amp; BELOW HDCP DIVISION</td>
<td>$10 OPT SCRATCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ENTRY or WALK-IN Based on lane availability only. No walk-ins ½ hour prior to the start of the squad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### To the CUSBC Tournament Chairman:
I hereby make application to participate in the CUSBC State Singles Championships and tender the entry fees required therefore. I agree to abide by all the rules, regulations and provisions as prescribed by the CUSBC, and further agree, that in the event circumstances beyond the control of the CUSBC shall arise before or during the scheduled tournament, thereby causing a cancellation, postponement or suspension of the tournament in part or in its entirety, the CUSBC shall not be held liable for the payment of cash prizes, medals or other awards. Entrants who have bowled, will be refunded that portion of the fees allocated to the prize fund based upon the number who participated in each division. Entrants not having bowled will be refunded fees allocated to prize fund and lineage.

### MAIL ENTRY and PAYMENT TO:
CA State Singles Championships, Larry Worrall
P.O. Box 4064, Seal Beach, CA 90740
(562) 434-8706 Tel • (562) 434-7691 Fax • Email: lworrall.lsw@verizon.net

### Individuals wishing to bowl together must mail their entries together in the same envelope.

### Rusty Bryant
Lessons by Appointment

**THE PRO ZONE**
“The Ultimate Pro Shop”

818 365-2050

20122 Vanowen St.,
Winnetka CA 91306
Inside Winnetka Bowl 818 340-5190

**Hours:**
- Mon. thru Fri. 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
- Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Senior Tour to Take Fork in the Road Next Year

by Fred Eisenhammer

TRACY, CA – For the West Coast Senior Tour, it’s been Southern California, Nevada, Southern California, Nevada, Southern California, Nevada, Southern California. Now we have Central California in the mix.

This is what’s changed at the WCST. The longstanding club, nearing completion of its 25th season, will be deviating from its pattern of alternating tournaments in Southern California and Nevada.

For the first time in two decades, Dick Sanders’ tour will stage a tournament in Central California. That event has been scheduled for April 21-22, 2018 at 32-lane West Valley Bowl in Tracy, Calif., the second-most-populated city in San Joaquin Valley with a population of more than 80,000.

It is the first time the WCST will hold an event in Tracy and Sanders is hoping to draw bowlers from such cities as Visalia, Fresno, Bakersfield and Taft.

The last time the WCST staged an event in Central California was in October 1998 when McHenry Bowl in Modesto served as the host site for the event.

“Central California was really good for us in the mid-’90s,” said Sanders, the WCST’s owner and director. “When a competing senior club popped up in the Central California area, Sanders took his organization to greener fields.

The mid-1990s was actually the heyday for the WCST, which averaged more than 100 bowlers a tournament. A whopping 233 bowlers competed in Ventura for one tournament.

At Tracy, Sanders also is planning another deviation from its pattern of alternating tournaments in Southern California, Nevada, Southern California.

Now we have Central California in the mix.

This is what’s changed at the WCST. The longstanding club, nearing completion of its 25th season, will be deviating from its pattern of alternating tournaments in Southern California, Nevada.

As for the WCST holding future events in Central California, Sanders was noncommittal. “It all depends on how this one goes,” he said.

JOSEPH DE LA TORRE SR. Is “Bowling Better Then Ever”

by Frank Weiler

RELANDS – Joseph De La Torre completed last season as one of his best. He rolled several honor scores, including 800s and perfect 300s. He booked 219 and led his league teams to top tier finishes. He also bowled well in several tournaments including the Military Nationals and the USBC Open.

At 58 Joseph is “BOWLING BETTER THEN EVER.” His big year last season included two of the biggest scores he has ever rolled. On January 9 he rolled a huge 824 (279-266-279) and on February 13 he rolled a 823 (279-244-300). Both scores are among the highest ever rolled in an Empire Bowl senior league.

While Joseph is “BOWLING BETTER THEN EVER” there is much more to Joseph De La Torre the man. Joseph is a Renaissance Man. He is a military hero, a decorated Vietnam war veteran, a wounded warrior. He is an inventor and successful business man. He is intelligent, well spoken and best of all he is a good guy.

I always enjoy conversing with Joseph because he teaches me so much about living life well. I will be writing more about Joseph the inventor in the coming months and then again when he is honored for his military service early next year.

Joseph De La Torre Sr. is an example of how great CALIFORNIA BOWLERS are. They are citizens, military, veterans, community activists, blue collar, white collar, men, women and children. They are good people, your neighbors, your friends and family.

Congratulations to Joseph for his bowling exploits and thanks to him for his military service.

CAL BOWL BOWLING REPORT

2500 E. Carson St., Lakewood, CA 90712 • (562) 421-8448

LAKEWOOD — Hi! Welcome to the month of pumpkins, candles, pies, cookies and costumes made from pumpkins, and most of all Halloween fun.

I looked at the calendar and saw that next Monday is Columbus Day. Is that a day that we still celebrate? If you are off that day come on over to Cal Bowl, bring your family and have some fun bowling.

Let’s look at the league sheets. I wonder who made our honor list for the week?

Joe Morse 539, Bruce Magnder 454, Jennifer Anwar 539.

Big Bear: Jenny Cant 255/234, Chris Mcintosh 246/210, Aaron Timmer 241/211, Ken Holmes 247/205, Emily Williams 244/216, Nathan Wyatt 245/216, Curt Soares 539.


USBC Open: Michael Buhay 244/247, Rich Buhay 244/241, Dante Hansen 217/222.


Eastern Bowl: Steve Buhay 227/505, Paul Staff 225/601, Mike Gilmore 496, Wendy Cooper 505, Ray Grabinski 505, Julie Grabinski 504.


EL MONTE – Another Good Guy Darren Pascual won his first Xframe title in fine style with a fine performance downing the Top Seed Chris Solomon 216-185 take home a Nice Top Prize of $1,500 for his Super performance at ACTION LANES.

The turnout was light 97 entrants, regardless a $2,660 Prize Fund, and $625 in Bonuses plus a $2,475 Match Game. It was a good night for our members. Cut scores to the Semifinals were on the High Side with Men +89 and our ladies +56. Both cuts included the seniors.

On this night 20 bowlers took to the lanes for the Elimination Finals in hopes of making the top 8 with the top seeded #1 and to bowl in the Title Game. Cut scores to the top 8 were 212 Men and including the guaranteed lady. Solomon was top seed +1 the other 7 were 212 Men and including the guaranteed lady. Solomon was top seed +1 the other 8 to bowl one game with the top 4 advancing to a one game shootout for the right to meet Solomon in the Title Game. The one game rolled and had Pascual and Alarcio tie at 232 we did a 9-10 Frame Roll off with a TIE Pascual and Alarcio at 232 and Pascual advances to the Title Game after the roll off. Alarcio was 3rd with 232, Ms. Manuel 4th 225, and Mr Quach 5th 210. The title game was on and Darren won this one as Chris lost his Shot 215-185. All scores include Handicap. It was a great tournament lots of fun at ACTION. Darren is a fine young gentleman ends well deserving to be our latest champ. Thanks to all who participated and we hope to see YOU Saturday at popular BOWLING SQUARE in Arcadia.

The Match Game 2,475 was drawn earlier by Chris Solomon a 211 Game 3 and old 201 Game 2.

We Bowl at Bowling Square Saturday Oct. 7
Two Qualifying Squads 4:00 a 6:00 pm. BTB FINALS 8:00 PM. $500 Bonuses at 6:00 PM Winning
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La Habra Bowl Presents

SPORT SHOT

5 GAMER

EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 6PM

$35 ENTRY FEE

CHECK OUT OUR NIGHT OWL BOWLING SPECIAL!

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
6PM-11PM

$10 UNLIMITED BOWLING

LA HABRA 300 BOWL 370 E. WHITTIER BLVD.
LA HABRA, CA 90631

(562) 691-6721 | WWW.LHBOWL.COM

Taya

continued from page 1

so she took a break from college, raised some money and worked out a deal with McDonald’s manager Preston Stahl to re-open the business. Stahl bought the building and Taya, in turn, agreed to pay him monthly rent as the business owner.

On Sept. 17, the bowling center officially re-opened with one full-time employee – Taya.

Bole-Mor Lanes (no relation to the Bowlmor AMF chain) is open five days a week – but also available the other two days for private parties.

“I’m pretty much here seven days a week all day,” she says.

But she’s not complaining. She’s enjoying the show – getting plenty of help from family and friends to run the operation. One of those helpers is Kyle Viland. “My boyfriend accidentally signed up seven days a week,” she says, laughing.

Taya already has put a lot of money into the bowling center, resurfacing the lanes and taking out the old 200-pound televisions and replacing them with modern monitors. The bowling center also has a bar and grill.

Taya says the hours and the financial aspects are the toughest parts of the job. Still, it’s an enjoyable experience, she says.

“Right now, I’m a little overworked, but I like it. I like the people,” says Taya, who has bowled a 214.

“It’s been nice to have all the league members back. They’re pretty much a family here. Being reunited with them is really nice.”

Taya says she’s greeted with lots of smiles and congratulations from happy patrons. And that makes her happy.

“I’d like to keep it open forever,” Taya says. “Hopefully, sometime I can have employees so I don’t have to be here every day.”

It should be mentioned that Taya has earned her theater degree at the University of Minnesota in Morris. She also had started working on a business major but interrupted her studies to take over Bole-Mor.

She says she “always dreamed of being an actress and someday would like to give that another shot, but I would like to keep this place alive as well.”

It’s a role that appears to fit her well.

This Week’s Puzzle Solution

left

8 7 1 6 3 4 9
2 1 9 3 7 5 8 0
5 6 2 3 9 8 4 7
5 8 0 7 2 4 3 9
4 5 6 1 7 9 3 2
6 2 5 8 4 1 7 0

Xframe Bowling Tour at BOWLING SQUARE in Arcadia Saturday Oct 7

Two Big Qualifying Squads Only at 4:00 and 6:00PM

$1,000-$2,000 1st Guaranteed • $500-$750 2nd • $250-$375 3rd With Xframe Bonus of $10

$500 Bonus If Bowling 4PM Squad And Win The Event Match Game est $1,250. Check in early

ARCADIA – Xframe Bowling Tour will visit Bowling Square in Arcadia Saturday Oct. 7.

Two Qualifying Squads Only 4:00 & 6:00 PM. Finals at 8:20 PM. Please CHECK-IN EARLY. We must get the event going on time.

New members please check in 1/2 hour early so we can complete your application. There will be a separate table for New Members this Saturday which will hopefully speed up the sign-in process.

As always $1,000 in Guaranteed 1st Place. $500 2nd place and $250 3rd. Top 3 places can be elevated 50% to $1,500 1st, $750 2nd and $375 3rd for only $10 extra for the Xframe Bonus.

For information feel free to contact Bob 562-228-3960, Jeff 909-702-3369 or Vuong 714-622-0842.

Thank you all for the memberships, we will always do our best with honesty and payoffs second to none.

REMINDER Oct. 14 is a bye: Thank YOU and hope to see YOU Saturday at Bowling Square. Once More Please DO YOUR BEST TO CHECK IN EARLY.
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$500 Bonus If Bowling 4PM Squad And Win The Event Match Game est $1,250. Check in early

ARCADIA – Xframe Bowling Tour will visit Bowling Square in Arcadia Saturday Oct. 7.

Two Qualifying Squads Only 4:00 & 6:00 PM. Finals at 8:20 PM. Please CHECK-IN EARLY. We must get the event going on time.

New members please check in 1/2 hour early so we can complete your application. There will be a separate table for New Members this Saturday which will hopefully speed up the sign-in process.

As always $1,000 in Guaranteed 1st Place. $500 2nd place and $250 3rd. Top 3 places can be elevated 50% to $1,500 1st, $750 2nd and $375 3rd for only $10 extra for the Xframe Bonus.

For information feel free to contact Bob 562-228-3960, Jeff 909-702-3369 or Vuong 714-622-0842.

Thank you all for the memberships, we will always do our best with honesty and payoffs second to none.

REMINDER Oct. 14 is a bye: Thank YOU and hope to see YOU Saturday at Bowling Square. Once More Please DO YOUR BEST TO CHECK IN EARLY.
COLUMBUS DAY SENIORS
October 9 – 12, 2017

$10,000 GUARANTEED 1ST!
1 in 6 cash for minimum $500!

$275 entry • $175 re-entry
(Each entry after June 1st is an additional $25)

• Plus $5,000 VIP event
• Plus $5,000 Non-Qualifiers event

Both free with June 1 entry ($25 each entry after)

2 scratch age divisions
50 to 59 or 60 & Over

2 handicap divisions
185 Average & Under or 186 to 210 Average

NEW - BONUS FOR SCRATCH AGE 70 & OVER – 10 guaranteed Semi-finals spots!

3-game qualifying squads with Semi-Finals & Match Play Finals staying in your division!
Earnings increase each round

$500 Daily Division Leader prizes only for June 1st entrants! (Tuesday & Wednesday only)
EVER WONDER WHY WINNING A PBA TITLE IS SUCH A PRECIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENT?

As the Professional Bowlers Association prepares for its 60th anniversary season in 2018, it would be interesting to know exactly how many bowlers have held PBA membership since its formation in 1958. But keeping track of information like that in the pre-computer era of the ‘50s was rather difficult, so accurate membership data from the early years isn’t available.

An educated guess is more than 10,000 bowlers have been PBA members at one time or another. But what the PBA did track was many of its more important statistics, like who won a title…or two…or 47, which gives perspective to that 10,000-plus estimate.

A quick trip through some of the PBA title stats reveals some interesting trivia, such as:

- As of September 1, 345 different players had won at least one PBA Tour title.
- Exactly 51 players have won 10 or more titles.
- Of the 345 individuals who have won PBA Tour titles, 124 (35.9%) have won one title.
- 54 players (15.6%) are in the group of two-time title winners who invariably said the second title proved the first one wasn’t just luck.
- We didn’t ask them, but the 36 players who have won three PBA Tour titles would likely agree with the two-time winners.
- So that begs the question, how precious do you think PBA titles are to the 132 players who have won four or more titles?
- A lot of bowling experts thought Earl Anthony’s record of 41 PBA Tour titles (later upgraded to 43 when his two USBC Masters titles were recognized) was unbreakable. So do you think Walter Ray Williams Jr.’s record 47 titles will ever be broken?
- 100% of all PBA title winners will tell you that you can’t win a title simply “by luck,” regardless of how many players were in the field or how many games you had to bowl.
- Beyond the PBA Tour, thousands of PBA members also have participated in the PBA Regional program since the inaugural National Resident Pro Championship in 1969. Over the years 573 different players have won at least one PBA Regional title… and as of September 25, the PBA has awarded a grand total of 63,188 titles in regional competition. Scientifically speaking, that’s a lot of regional titles.

PBA history is filled with enlightening “firsts” and unusual feats. For example, did you know Roy Lown of Baltimore was not only the first left-hander to win a PBA Tour title (his only Tour title), but he won it in the first televised PBA Tour competition. Scientifically speaking, that’s a lot of regional titles.

As the PBA prepares to celebrate its 60th anniversary, it remains true that every PBA Tour title has been precious, the ultimate prize in a bowler’s life, and every title has a story behind it. In 2018, the PBA is going to re-live a lot of those stories and figures and notes about unique accomplishments.

PBA history is filled with enlightening “firsts” and unusual feats. For example, did you know Roy Lown of Baltimore was not only the first left-hander to win a PBA Tour title (his only Tour title), but he won it in the first televised PBA Tour competition. Scientifically speaking, that’s a lot of regional titles.

As the PBA prepares to celebrate its 60th anniversary, it remains true that every PBA Tour title has been precious, the ultimate prize in a bowler’s life, and every title has a story behind it. In 2018, the PBA is going to re-live a lot of those precious memories through a special “60 Most Memorable Moments in PBA History” review. Watch for it.

Diso continued from page 1

June 5th, back at his home house Forest Lanes, he put together games of 268, 259, and 278 for an 805 series. To finish out the league, he added his second 300 game on July 24th.

Now anyone that has bowled in leagues for any amount of time has probably witnessed a USBC ring presentation (ABC and WIBC for those who go way back). And this used to happen quite frequently, as bowlers were able to receive rings once per bowling calendar year between August 1st and July 31st for each eligible honor score (298, 299, 300 games and 800 series). Yes, a bowler could get four rings a year, and even a fifth if he or she could shoot a perfect 900 series. However, this all changed in 2014 when the USBC decided to do away with 298’s and 299’s as honor scores (11 in a row crystal trophies were offered starting in 2011) and make 300’s and 800’s a lifetime award, meaning one could only get a ring once for each achievement. Anyone who had received rings prior to the 2014 rule change could no longer get rings.

Here’s where the story gets pretty cool. Rewind back to this past Thursday night. Presenting JT with both his 300 and 800 rings were OCUSBC association house rep. to Forest Lanes, Jessica Diso, and General Manager of Forest Lanes, Jon Diso. In an extremely unique occurrence, mom and dad got to present their son his awards, and because of USBC’s lifetime rule, this is the only time this will happen. Needless to say, it was a proud mom and dad moment for Jessica and Jon.
JAT continued from page 1

 scholarship funds were awarded to the Preps thanks to the generosity of the BCSC (the local association of bowling proprietors). Stephanie Fung took the title with a steady
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Here are our top 5 finishers: 1st-John Harrold 908, 2nd-Ralph Nieblas 864, 4th-Alex Schwartz 850, 5th-Anne M. Lee 840. Complete results can be found on our website - www.winnetkabowl.net.

EYEWITNESS – The winter season is off and rolling at Winnetka Bowl. Here are the high scores for the first few weeks of the season with several bowlers off to a hot start. Thanks to all who came out for the first Fall No-Tap Singles Tournament this past weekend. There was a great turnout of bowlers and lots of awesome prizes given away. Here are our top 5 finishers:

1st-John Harrold 908, 2nd-Ralph Nieblas 864, 4th-Alex Schwartz 850, 5th-Anne M. Lee 840. Complete results can be found on our website - www.winnetkabowl.net.

850 and 5th-Darwin Rubio 840. Here are our top 5 finishers: 1st-John Harrold 908, 2nd-Ralph Nieblas 864, 4th-Alex Schwartz 850, 5th-Anne M. Lee 840. Complete results can be found on our website - www.winnetkabowl.net.

Now on to the high scores for the month of September.


**An Average League:** Tom Leugh 270-708, Lynn Matsub ara 259-642, Sarah Schwartz 233-564.


**49ers (Senior):*** Dick Bradley 266-647, Mel Nedich 272- 625, Bruce Zelti 241-578, Mel Nedich 211-586, Jim Land bush 213-569, Gary Faught 204-554, Jim Land 202-554, Jayme Willis 218-515, Karen McDonald 201-498, Mary Lauer 188-498.

**Nite Mite Madness:** Steven Schukin 236-662, Wayne McGeach 215-642, David Jaques 235-630, Paul Dean 221-599, Dennis Tardiff 208-595.


**470 Scratch Travel League:** Petra Kau 257-641, Kelly Gold 212-13, Nancy Kato 224-88.


**LIVINGSTON**

**In the News:**

**Regular Tournament:**

**Copper Bucket:** Tom Bobrelli 238-653, Arthur Evans 233-651, Steven Felix 231-640, Ed Jones 230-617, Sean Tucker 222-608, Mike Kornblum 228-630, Traci Luxford 245-599.

**STANFORD**

**In the News:**

**Regular Tournament:**

**Copper Bucket:** Tom Bobrelli 238-653, Arthur Evans 233-651, Steven Felix 231-640, Ed Jones 230-617, Sean Tucker 222-608, Mike Kornblum 228-630, Traci Luxford 245-599.
## Bowling News Directory

### Los Angeles County
- **CAL BOWL - 68**
  - 2508 E. Carson Street, Lakewood, CA 90712
  - (562) 426-2458 • Fax: (562) 420-4775
  - Email: Leonard@calbowl.com

- **FOREST LANES - 40**
  - 22771 Centre Drive, Lake Forest, CA 92630
  - (949) 770-0055 • Fax: (949) 770-7839
  - www.forestlanes.com • Manager: Jon Disc
  - Email: Jon@forestlanes.com

- **GARDENA BOWLING CENTER - 16**
  - 7502 S. Florence, Downey, CA 90240
  - (562) 927-3351 • Fax: (562) 928-5453
  - www.delriolanes.com • Mgr: Mike Cammarata
  - Email: Mike@delriolanes.com

- **GABLE HOUSE BOWL - 40**
  - PO Box 4396, Garden Grove, CA 92842-4396
  - www.saddlebacklanes.net

- **GABE HOUSE BOWL - 40**
  - 22501 Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505
  - (310) 327-2285
  - gablehousebowl.com

- **KEW INTRUST - 36**
  - 4660 S. Artesian Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89118

### Orange County
- **GARDENA BOWLING CENTER - 16**
  - 15707 S. Vermont Ave., Gardena, CA 90247
  - (310) 324-1244
gardenabowl.com

- **KEYSTONE LANES - 48**
  - 11459 Imperial Hwy., Norwalk, CA 90605
  - (562) 868-3261 • Fax: (562) 929-0701
  - www.keystonelanes.com • Mgr: Dave Piazza
  - Email: Dave@keystonelanes.com

- **OAK TREE LANES - 36**
  - 990 N. Diamond Bar Blvd., Diamond Bar, CA 91765
  - (909) 860-3558
  - oaktreelanes.net

### Las Vegas Laughlin
- **GABLE HOUSE BOWL - 40**
  - 25402 Marguerite Parkway, Mission Viejo, CA 92692

- **OAK TREE LANES - 36**
  - 45 Mitchell Blvd. Suite 7, San Rafael, CA 94903

### Ventura County
- **RIVERSIDE LANES - 34**
  - 1650 S. Casino Drive
  - Laughlin, NV 89029
  - (888) 590-2695 • Fax: 702-298-2687
  - Email: Jcaudle@riversidediscount.com

### San Diego County
- **CANYON LAKES - 24**
  - 49750 Seminole Dr., Cabazon, CA 92230
  - (760) 572-6120 Fax: (760) 922-2385

### San Diego Laughlin
- **SADDLEBACK LANES - 32**
  - 24502 Marguerite Parkway, Mission Viejo, CA 92692

### Orange County
- **KEYSTONE LANES - 48**
  - 7502 E. Florence, Downey, CA 90240

- **CANYON LANES - 24**
  - 49750 Seminole Dr., Cabazon, CA 92230

- **BUENA LAKES - 42**
  - 1788 S. Mesa Verde, Ventura, CA 93003
  - (805) 677-7770
  - buenalanes.com
  - Email: buenalanes1@earthlink.net

### South County
- **PICKWICK BOWL - 24**
  - 921 W. Riverside Drive, Burbank, CA 91506
  - (818) 845-5300 Ext. 350

- **SUNCOAST - 64**
  - Hotel, Casino, & Bowling Center
  - 9090 Alta Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89145
  - (702) 636-7400

### San Diego Laughlin
- **KEARNEY MESA BOWL - 40**
  - 7585 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92111
  - (858) 279-1501

- **CITRUS BELT**
  - E-Mail: assnmgr@ocusbc.org

### Local USBC Associations
- **SAM’S TOWN - 56**
  - Hotel, Gambling Hall, & Bowling Center
  - 5111 Boulder Highway
  - Las Vegas, NV 89122
  - (800) 634-0371 • SamsTown.com

### San Diego Laughlin
- **MIRA MESA BOWL - 44**
  - 8210 Mira Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92126
  - (858) 578-0500

### Ventura County
- **BUENA LAKES - 42**
  - 1788 S. Mesa Verde, Ventura, CA 93003
  - (805) 677-7770
  - buenalanes.com
  - Email: buenalanes1@earthlink.net

### Ventura County
- **BUENA LAKES - 42**
  - 1788 S. Mesa Verde, Ventura, CA 93003
  - (805) 677-7770
  - buenalanes.com
  - Email: buenalanes1@earthlink.net

### San Diego Laughlin
- **MIRA MESA BOWL - 44**
  - 8210 Mira Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92126
  - (858) 578-0500

### Ventura County
- **BUENA LAKES - 42**
  - 1788 S. Mesa Verde, Ventura, CA 93003
  - (805) 677-7770
  - buenalanes.com
  - Email: buenalanes1@earthlink.net

### Ventura County
- **BUENA LAKES - 42**
  - 1788 S. Mesa Verde, Ventura, CA 93003
  - (805) 677-7770
  - buenalanes.com
  - Email: buenalanes1@earthlink.net
Forest Lanes Extends Their Lead In Round One Play

by David Miyasuchi

DOWNEY – The Brunswick Invitational went into week 4 with Forest Lanes holding onto a one-point lead over Tito’s Handmade Vodka after three weeks. Scores were again high on the house condition.

In the “A” match, Forest Lanes and Tito’s Handmade Vodka were bowling for the round lead. Forest came out strong taking game one by 98 sticks but Tito’s came back to take games two and three but fell 20 sticks short for totals. Raul “Spanky” Rosales led Tito’s once again with a 691 set while Forest Lanes was led by Rob Renko’s 723 set.

In the “B” match, Three Olives Vodka and Sysco were one win apart and both still active in the round. Sysco took games one and two plus totals for a 4-1 win. Bobby Campagna led Three Olives’ 684 while Charlie Kinstler was huge for Sysco with a big 785 set.

In the 5-6 match, Buddy’s Bowling Supply and Herzog Insurance were the top two 9-6 teams going into tonight. It was all Herzog Insurance as they snuck out game one and never looked back on route to a 5-0 sweep. Sub Nacho Vega led Buddy’s with a 718 set while Ralphie Ramirez was back on track with a 734 series.

Threadworks and Bowling Guys were the other two teams at 9-6 heading into action tonight. Bowling Guys was looking good as they took game one by a mark and went on to a sweep sneaking out game three by 7 sticks. Kevin Jones led Bowling Guys with a 699 set while Eric Snow paced Threadworks at 653.

Bowlium at 8-7 matched up with Don Julio Tequila at 7-8. The match was all Bowlium as they took the first game by 177 sticks and never looked back. Billy Myers Jr. was huge with a 826 series to pace Bowlium while sub Don Gardner was high for Don Julio with a 650 set. Keystone Lanes and Century 21-My Real Estate were the high 6-9 teams. Keystone took 4 points dropping only game 2, led by Eddie VanDaniker’s 710 set. Dan Garin was high for Century 21 with a 663 effort. 6-9 Linder’s Insurance met 6-9 Professional Approach in the 13 vs. 14 matchup. Professional Approach took games one and three for a 4-1 win. Arnold Cheeseman paced Linder’s with a 627 series while Jeremy Glover’s 726 helped Professional Approach to their win.

Cal Bowl, J.A.T., DV8 and Los Altos Trophy were looking to get back on track after dismal starts to the season. Cal Bowl came out huge with a 903 start en route to a sweep of J.A.T. extending their losing streak to 15 games straight after a 4-1 start. DV8 took 4 from Los Altos to move up led by sub Brent Gonzales’ 691. Aarik Torres led Cal Bowl. James Borillo led Los Altos with a 635 set and sub JT Diaz was high for J.A.T. at 662. Sidepots went to Gabriel Martinez (299) and Jeremy Glover (278) for $57 each with the second-game Superior Pot going to Spanky Rosales for $171. Financial Advisor’s pot went to Billy Myers Jr. (275) for $100 with DeenRonn Booker & Spanky Rosales splitting the 2nd place money for $50 each. Strikeout pot was carried over by several bowlers and will continue on to next week. Come down Monday night and see the best!

TOP TEN TEAMS ROUND 5

1st - 225 - Buddy Lucas   2nd - 223 Leonard Ruiz Jr.
3rd - 216 - Ralphie Martinez
4th - 209 - Gabriel Martinez . . .
5th - 208 - Jeremy Glover
6th - 203 - Aarik Torres
7th - 201 - Eddie VanDaniker
8th - 200 - Jeremy Glover
9th - 199 - Gary Duran
10th - 198 - Buddy Lucas

SUPER SWEEPER POT

Sponsored by Dean Sanderson of Transamerica Financial Advisors Inc.
1st: 259 - Billy Myers Jr. • 2nd: 258 DeenRonn Booker & Spanky Rosales

CaliforniaBowlingnews.Com

Del Rio Lanes 7502 Florence Ave., Downey CA 90240 • (562) 927-3351

BUY THE BALL GET THE BAG FREE!